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PASSWORD FOR THE
MONTH FOR THE HUB:- 

 
Igotthis



THE LIONSGATE PORTAL 
What is it? 
This time of year is a fresh start, A fire up our bums

to really get heart led in our life. 

Drop the ego of doubt, worry and fear. To pridely tread

the path beneath your feet with grounded awareness you

are made for more and that nothing which is meant for

you will pass you by. 

This year it's got some extra sauce to get us to plan

away. 

Mercury in Virgo is also present meaning one thing. 

It's ok to believe however what aligned action are you

taking? What bad habits are you kicking to the curb? 



THE LIONSGATE PORTAL 
When is it? 
The portal opens on the 8th August. 08/08 each and every

year. 

This time of year that the sun meets Sirius. Which is

known as a higher dimension sun. 

It is also referred to as the time that the two suns

meet.  

You know how refer to Leo season lighting up your

dreams. Well Sirius it super charges it with additional

multidimensional light. 



THE LIONSGATE PORTAL 
How do you use this energy?  
STEP 1 

Future script a letter from your future self. 

Writing down in detail all the things you have done,

achieved and how you feel. 

What you are wearing? Who are you with? How do you spend

your money? Where are you living? What does your day

look like? 



THE LIONSGATE PORTAL 
How do you use this energy?  
STEP 2 

Can you remember in the workshop with Haydan you did? 

He got you to complete your very own blue print for

success. Because you know what you gotta do to connect

to that future version of you. She is already within

you. 

Next step is write down all the things that future

version of you isn't doing. 

What don't you want in your life? Write them down. Then

write down the opposite of what you will be doing. 



THE LIONSGATE PORTAL 
The plan   
You see having mapped out the habits which keep you

locked in the portal of now it opens up your very own

lionsgate way portal each and every time. 

I always believe the cosmos help you but you can always

take back your power. 

Completing these tasks allow you to really look into who

you are and where you are. Making daily habitual changes

that bring in the compound effect. 

That's what you are doing each and every week by working

with the moon showing up, changing and shape shifting

every area of your life. 



THE LIONSGATE PORTAL
EXTRA WITCHY RITUAL  
Let you inner witch out    
Wanna play with fire? (safely of course) 

If you want to go one extra and really light up and burn

down those habits you could write these down and how

they are currently impacting you. 

Then note down the action you are taking tomorrow to

change them. Remember start small it always pays off as

you adjust to this new change. 

Then burn them safely in some fire to allow the light to

shine a light on your potential and awaken the parts of

you which are no longer of service to you. 

As you allow them to burn repeat: 

I step into my light, I allow my shadows to be seen and

bring awareness to the part of my life which is no

longer of service to me and others. Thank you for the

light and awareness. I thank you for this allowing me to

step deeper into my highest potential. 



Leo
Is your lioness energy in balance or out of balance? 

Tick from the list below the energy you feel you are

embodying at the moment:- 

Sociable 

Angry 

Loyal 

Firey 

Flamboyant 

Loud 

Glamorous 

Bossy 

Light Hearted 

Extravagant 



Leo
Is your lioness energy in balance or out of balance? 

Leo energy is energising. It's time to stand proudly in what

you want. Which energy did you pick up the most? In balance

or out of balance? 

When in balance Sociable, loyal, flamboyant, glamorous and

light hearted. 

When out of balance: Angry, firey, loud, bossy and

extravagant.

If you were somewhere in the middle that's good. Think about

the words you connected to and feel into what you want more

of in your life and less. 

It might even be to get your inner boss out - let her run the

show a little and ask for what she wants. If you need some

fire to stand boldly in what you want then this is the season

to do it. Take a moment to think about what energy is present

this season that you are craving more of? 



Lionsgate Card Pull 

What light has

been shone on

my doubts?  

What do I fear

most? 

 

How does this

fear hold me

back?  

What does my

life look like

without the

doubt and worry

of my ego?   

How can I burn

down these doubts

and step deeper

into my light? 

A message from

the lionsgate

portal from my

higher self.  



Use this energy and set goals connected to
these themes below:- 

Aquarius
January 20 - February 18 

 I Know 
Remember on full moons its good to

look back at themes which were
coming up for you during this time

period. 

1.Embrace the things that make you unique - Whatever it is let it play out and run a

little more of the show. We are taught to hide the things that make us different from

a young age or play to head tapes which we are told we are. What uniqueness do you

posses that is hiding? 

2.Think outside the box - With life, business and your creative endeavours. It is easy

to play within the lines, but what other options do you have to expand on. What

resources are near you that you could use? 

3.Give to others - A smile in the street, making a loved on a cuppa or even leaving

kindness notes around a supermarket. We can give in so many ways. Whether it is

recycling our items which we no longer require to give back to the earth or feeding

the birds outside. How can you give to others in simple ways during your day? It

releases feel good hormones too so it is a win win! 

4.Network and Engage with other - what contacts do you have? How do you spend your

time socialising with others. Now is a good time to warm up contacts and spend some

time networking. You know you are never more than 7 people away from knowing the queen

or someone you are wanting to make contact with. We are all connected so how can you

widen your circle? 

When in balance: Engaged, Enthusiastic, Quirky and Unique 

When out of balance: Disorganised,  Headstrong, Disruptive and Convinced 



This month I am running a workshop on this topic. 

11th August at 12.00 

In preparation I would advise to look at your charts and look
where Aquarius is in your chart ✨ you can do this on
sanctuary app, astro chart or costar. 

Can't make the date don't worry I will be loading the live on
the hub to explain more:- 

Aquarius 

Super Full Moon

Workshop 

Topic: The Girl + The Moon Sisterhood Circles/Workshops 

Time: This is a recurring meeting Meet anytime

Join Zoom Meeting

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86449248138?

pwd=Q3lncDZpcmRvMWxWYWQrTS9kOW43UT09

Meeting ID: 864 4924 8138

Passcode: 944271



Virgo 
Earth 

Aug 23 - Sep 22 
 I analyse

Use this energy and set goals connected to
these themes below:- 
1.Tidy up and get  things in order in your life, home, work and

spend time sorting. Taking notice of those jobs that have piled

up.

2.Take stock of where you are in life what is working well and

what not so well. If you have been working with the moon now is a

good time to check in with your actions. This applies to all areas

where can you reprioritise and what do you need to focus your

energy on? 

3.Be aware of your inner critic - Virgo energy is good at

analysing and looking at detail too much and it can over analyse

your moves, steps and even leaving yourself in a box. How can you

quiet out the inner critic and listen to your best friend? 

4.Get active how do you move your body? Movement in Virgo season

is so important to move around the energetic energy that resides

within us. 

 



Virgo 

Tick from the list below the energy you feel you

are embodying at the moment:- 

Practical 

Self Conscious

Detailed Focus

Thorough 

Critical 

Diligent 

Perfectionist 

Precise 

Anxious 

 

Check out you virgo energy and get it into
balance:- 



Virgo 

Virgo energy loves to execute a plan and get the detail drawn out. However with all

of the signs there is an under current. 

Virgo is represented as mother earth and I see it loudly play out in women.

Particularly over caring and giving. Making plans to keep everyone feeling full and

then you run on empty. 

We are mother nature after all. The givers of life, love and care. How did you check

out here is the energy in and out of balance:-

 

When in balance: Practical, detailed focus, through, diligent and precise. 

When out of balance: Self conscious, critical, perfectionist and anxious.

A great thing to do with this energy is execute the plan take the steps. It's great

having the detail wrapped up but sometimes magic needs to intervene and you can

never gain momentum if you are sat in your plan. The real magic is in the action. So

think of where in your life you are on pause maybe being critical and analysing.

Enough is enough it's time to allow it to flow. Allowing your dreams to flow right

back to you. 

A thing I read recently said just think the person you admire or looked up to has

come against this very feeling you have now around taking action. The difference is

they have taken the action and worked through it. If they have done it you can do

it. You are doing right now. So however small go take the step you will be surprised

where you will be led to next week to allow the magical universal energy of momentum

to drop in. 

Is your virgo energy in or out of balance? 



Virgo Soul Prompt/Card Pull 

What action

does my soul

wish to take

yet my ego is

holding me

back?   

What would my

life look like

next month if I

take that

action now?  

What

habit/behaviour

does my soul

crave day to

day that keeps

me grounded and

centred in my

intentions?   

What prevents me

from putting

myself first? 

 

What steps can I

take day to day to

out me at the top

of my list?  

A message to

carry with me

for virgo

season.   



August Workshops 

8th August at 12.00 

Awaken your creativity and heart

chakra with a Leo Dance Lesson with

@tassiemumclub 

24th August at 20:00 

 Let down your guard and receive some cancerian

self love. Reiki, journalling and breathe work.

With Christine @worthywellbeing. get cosy in

bed, bring a crystal you love, note book and

take some time just for you. 

11th August at 12.00 Bonus workshop 

 Age of Aquarius embracing your uniqueness and

standing in your power workshop. Bring along a

pen and paper also take note of your birth chart

and where aquairus is in your chart. If you are

unsure make sure you have access to it in the

workshop. 



Check full diary dates here: 
www.starsbystevie.com/thegirlandthemoonhub 

Password: Igotthis



So your not seeing the results you
want to see from your vision board
come to life. 

Everything you do feels like you are pushing and trying to

figure it out and then you doubt whether you are doing it

right.

It feels so defeating because you know you can acheive it but

your drowning in doubt.

It feels like everyone else you see is making it happen and

living their best life.

✨Yet you feel stuck ✨

You've even started to listen to those around you who doubt

your big vision is possible and your inner critic runs the

show. Clipping your wings asking you to aim a little lower.

It's taking freedom, ease and joy out of your life.



What if it didn't need to feel like
this?

What if you had clarity and confidence in creating

your vision?

What if you knew and trusted your decisions and how

you showed up was allowing you to live out those

vision board moments?

What if life felt good instead of stressful

eliminating areas which drain you?

What if you could live your life knowing the action

you are taking is paying off?

By just being and doing you.



This is how you could be living your
life in just one lunar cycle. In just one
months time.
You don't have to keep doubting yourself and your decisions.

You don't need to ask for permission because you trust

yourself.

You can see more results and vision board moments than ever

before.

By just being you. Learn how to lead your life in this way with

me guiding you through.

For more details you can check it out here:-

www.starsbystevie.com/girlmooncoaching

There is only one space left and 2 spaces have already gone

hopefully by the time you are reading this you can claim this

last space.

Email me WINGS if you are ready to fly and take control and

power of your life to live those vision board moments now.



Thank you  
To those of you who have taken the time to

complete the feedback form. I appreciate

and value your feedback. 

You will see this month I have planned and

scoped out masterclasses for remained of

the year. Who knows though I am likely to

drop more magic throughout.  

There is still time for you to give your feedback and have your say on

future workshop/masterclasses you can complete the google form can be found

here  takes a couple of minutes to fill out. 

I am adoring the community whatsapp group and you can bet we can be sharing

lionsgate portal wishes on there. If you want in just complete the form

above and drop in your phone number to join. It adds some extra

accountability and I will be adding in some new hints and tips to keep us

accountable over the next month. 

So be sure to jump in to gain some deeper soul sister connections. 

I'm super excited to be working on my 121 coaching offer with those of you

have signed up. If you are ever wanting some deeper support do reach out. I

also left a link in the hub page offering card readings if you are wanting

to make an investment in yourself and there are still spaces left on the

crystal kit masterclass taking place this month so still time to claim your

crystal kit and join us members get the £33 rate. 

Have a beautiful month can't wait to connect with you more soon, all my love

and cosmic hugs. Stevie xxxxxx 

https://forms.gle/e83ARJSt2Q1aY5LW7
https://forms.gle/e83ARJSt2Q1aY5LW7

